2018 REHABILITATION OF RUNWAY 17C/35C
DALLAS FORT WORTH INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

UPDATE (NOVEMBER 2018)

Purpose of the Rehabilitation

Runway 17C/35C is 13,401 feet long and is
DFW Airport’s primary arrival runway on the
east side, handling approximately 40% of DFW
arrivals daily. The runway was built in 1984
and is in need of significant rehabilitation.

Runway 17C/35C

What is the project?

RWY 17C/35C Rehabilitation entails the
following:
• Replacing parts of the center third of the
runway;
• Resurfacing of the entire runway length.
• Rehabilitating Taxiway M, the parallel
taxiway (after the runway reopens).
• To avoid future runway closures, DFW is
concurrently installing a Runway Status
Lighting System and building a portion of the
Northeast End Around Taxiway

Current Status

Project Accomplishments:
The runway work began in May 2018 with a
partial closure followed by a full closure
beginning in August. Significant progress has
been made on the runway, such as:
• Runway Status Lights system on the East
Airfield has been completed, enabling FAA
crews to begin testing and commissioning.
• Progress towards the Northeast End Around
Taxiway is progressing ahead of the Runway
17C/35C Rehabilitation schedule.
• Pavement enabling work is at least 80%
complete.
• Runway overlay is around 40% complete.
Ongoing Challenges:
DFW has encountered some challenges
during construction, such as historic rains in
September and October as well as unforeseen
site conditions, which have delayed the
scheduled runway opening in November 2018.
Additional resources through staff and
equipment have been mobilized to complete the
remaining work as soon as possible.
Upcoming weather (such as rain and cold
temperatures) will determine how quickly the
remaining rehabilitation will progress.

Updated Schedule
RWY 17C/35C is anticipated to be reopened
for day use in early February of 2019, followed
by nightly closures.
• The remaining construction work has been
phased so that night closures will be utilized
to complete the runway project, once the
runway reopens.

RWY 17C/35C Excavated Keel overlooking Terminal A

RWY 17C/35C South End

RWY 17C/35C Asphalt Overlay

What to Expect During the Runway Project
Where Have Air Traffic Gone During the Full Closure?

What to Expect in Each Phase of Work?

* Redistribution based upon recent RWY 17C Closure data

Full Closure
Aug. 3 - Early-Feb., 2019
• RWY closed to all traffic
• Increased operations on other runways, especially
RWY 17L/35R, affecting Coppell & Irving
• Increased use of all arrival runways during 10 PM 7 AM, as needed

Night Closures
(estimated 2-3 months after RWY opens)
• RWY opened from Sunrise to Sunset
• Increased operations on other runways
• Closed Sunset to Sunrise
• Increased use of all arrival runways during 10 PM 7 AM, as needed
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Who to Call for More Information or to File a
Complaint?
For Information:
Sandy Lancaster: 972-973-5573
Sam Tan:
972-973-5597
dfwairport.com/aircraftnoise
Noise Complaint:
972-973-3192
dfwnoise@dfwairport.com

